Attaching a Drainage Bag

1. Ensure you have all pieces. Prepare the drainage bag and connector tube.

2. Insert white adaptor (B) into the long tubing at the top of the drainage bag (A).

3. Close clamp on the bottom of the drainage bag.

4. Attach the connector tube (D) to white adaptor (C).
5 Take white cap (F) off the end of tube that comes from your body (G).

6 Dispose of the white cap (F) into a garbage can. Do not reuse the white cap.

7 Attach the tube that comes from your body (G) to the connector tube (E).

8 Leave the stopcock on the connector tube (E) open to drain. The stopcock should be parallel with the tubing. Secure the bag to your leg or under your clothes. Make sure the bag hangs below where the tube enters into your body.